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Lower Kindergarten’s Weekly Letter 
27 January 2023 

 

Next week, the whole school ethos theme will be: 
 

We know how to be a good friend and enjoy healthy relationships. 

 
 
Dear Parent, 
 
On Monday, we enjoyed a morning of ‘Lunar New Year’ celebrations.  We joined together with 
Kindergarten and the children enjoyed finding out how the Lunar New Year is celebrated.  They also 
listened carefully to the story of ‘How the Chinese Years got Their Names.’  One task was to decorate 
a rabbit with gold and red fingerprints to celebrate the start of the year of the Rabbit. 
The children also worked on pencil control by decorating a bag with Chinese letters and numbers; Mrs 
Townend was very impressed with their finished bags. 
Snack time involved a feast of noodles, peppers and mushrooms which the children had helped 
prepare.  We discovered noodles can be very tricky to eat!! 
 
The phonics work this week has been based round ‘The Police.’  The children enjoyed looking at 
pictures of the different jobs and tasks the police do, and have completed a variety of listening tasks 
throughout the week.  Letters are being introduced on an individual basis at the moment, starting 
with letters relevant to your child – this could be the letters in their name or letters they have shown 
an interest in – for example letters in their sibling’s or their friends names. 
 
We are continuing to think of ways to stay safe and healthy and the children joined the pre-prep 
assembly this week to learn about keeping safe while they are out and about. 
 
In Mathematics, we have looked at the Number Blocks episode about number ten.  This includes 
thinking about ten being one more than nine and recognition and formation of number ten. 
 
On a Friday, the rest of the school join together for Celebration Assembly.  Each week, a couple of 
children from each class are chosen for a ‘Froebelian Flyer’ award.  These children are presented with 
a badge, certificate and celebrate at beak time with a member of SLT and a chocolate biscuit and 
some juice!  This week, LKG joined in with this assembly and all received a certificate.  We will 
continue to join in with the Celebration assembly but, from next week, only two children a week will 
be chosen for a Froebelian Flyer.  We will explain this in class and reassure them they will all get a 
certificate at somepoint. 
This will be as well as the certificates the children get in the classroom for getting ten stars on their 
chart.  
 
Homework 
The homework activity is on See Saw and focuses on following instructions to help with pre-writing 
skills. 
 
Have a lovely weekend. 
 
From the LKG team, 
Judith Giles, Clare McCaig and Ruth Greenhough 

 

 


